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Chapter 1561 

David frowned slightly and sniffed hard. 

Seeing David stop suddenly, Du Ziteng’s heart throbbed for a moment. 

He was afraid that David would find out the secret. If David found out that he had used the medicine pill, 

he would definitely kill him in a fit of rage! 

 

Just when Du Ziteng looked at David nervously, he saw that David just hesitated, and finally threw the 

medicine pill into his mouth! 

 

Seeing David taking the medicine pill, Du Ziteng breathed a long sigh of relief! 

 

 

“Sure enough, it’s a good thing. After eating these medicinal herbs, I feel really refreshed…” 

 

 

Hu Mazi had already eaten the medicine in front of him, and burped! 

 

But when he was about to get up, he suddenly felt his legs soften, and he sat back directly! 

 

Hu Mazi was startled, and hurriedly ran his breath, but at this time he found that his dantian was already 

empty, and he couldn’t raise any strength. 

 

“broken…” 

 

Hu Mazi roared loudly! 



 

At this time, Zhao Chuang also felt powerless in an instant, and slumped on the chair! 

 

 

David looked at Hu Mazi and Zhao Chuang, but there was no surprise in his eyes. He himself was 

slumped on the chair, motionless! 

 

Seeing this scene, Du Ziteng burst into laughter: “Hahaha, with your IQ, you dare to come to Penglai 

Island to act wild.” 

 

“Kill my brother and destroy the statue, none of you will want to live!” 

 

“Take them away…” 

 

Du Ziteng waved his hand and hurriedly stepped forward to escort David and the others up! 

 

“Du Ziteng, you despicable fellow, actually drugged us…” 

 

Hu Mazi yelled at Du Ziteng! 

 

 

“Du Nan, it’s because I treat you as a brother, you are too insidious…” 

 

Zhao Chuang looked at Du Nan who was beside him at the moment, and he scolded when he opened his 

mouth! 

 

Although Du Nan’s expression changed slightly, he stood still and didn’t speak! 



 

David didn’t say a word, just glanced at Du Nan lightly! 

 

After Du Nan met David’s eyes, he dodged slightly! 

 

Soon, David and the others were brought into the forbidden area by Du Ziteng. 

 

Du Ziteng skillfully opened the door, and soon several guards came out of the forbidden area, and 

replaced David and the others! 

 

 

Those guards outside the palace are not allowed to enter the forbidden area, only those from the Du 

family can! 

 

Looking at the world that suddenly changed for the better, Zhao Chuang’s eyes were full of surprise, 

because it was the first time he saw it. 

 

Also surprised was Du Nan. Although he knew that there was a forbidden area in the palace, he had 

never entered the forbidden area. 

 

As a prince, Du Nan could not enter this kind of place casually, but Du Ziteng still brought Du Nan in! 

 

Some things, he felt compelled to let his son know too! 

 

After walking for a while, before arriving at the mansion, Du Ziteng skillfully pressed his hand forward. 

After feeling the forbidden power in front of him, it opened instantly. 

 



After passing through the forbidden power, the forbidden power is restored again. 

 

“Immortal Tiger Power, my subordinates were ordered to bring people…” 

 

Du Ziteng shouted outside the mansion! 

 

Hearing Du Ziteng’s words, Du Nan on the side was surprised. He always thought that his father was the 

supreme ruler of Penglai Island. 

 

When David saw this scene, an imperceptible smile appeared on the corner of his mouth! 

 

The people behind the scenes, they will be able to meet right away! 

 

“Bring in…” 

 

A strong voice came from inside the mansion! 

 

When David and the others were brought in, everyone except Du Ziteng was slightly surprised! 

 

I saw a guy with a tiger’s head, sitting on the main seat, looking very scary! 

 

“Monster turned into a spirit?” 

 

Hu Mazi could not help but blurt out! 

 

The one in front of him is obviously a fierce tiger, and now it has a human body, isn’t this a sperm? 
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Hu Mazi’s sentence of a monster obviously made the Huli Daxian unhappy. 

 

A breath burst out from the Huli Daxian, and instantly hit Hu Mazi! 

 

Hu Mazi groaned and fell directly to the ground, his face was very ferocious, it should be very painful! 

 

Zhao Chuang had already turned pale with fright at this time, he had never seen such a person before! 

 

Only David had a solemn face, and his brows were tightly knit together! 

 

“Hu Li Daxian, this guy is David…” 

 

Du Ziteng pointed at David and followed the Huli Daxian. 

 

Hu Li Daxian got up, walked down slowly, and then walked towards David. 

 

As it gets closer and closer, the breath of Hu Li Daxian feels more and more obvious! 

 

This kind of breath is clearly different from human beings, and it can be concluded that the guy in front 

of him is a real tiger spirit, not a human disguise. 

 

When the demon tiger takes shape, it can only change if it reaches the metamorphosis state above 

Nascent Soul. 

 



Not all monsters can transform into human form when they reach the state of transformation, and the 

conditions are very harsh. 

 

And the demon tiger in front of him, although it has transformed into a human body, is a tiger’s head, 

obviously it has not transformed into a shape! 

 

It is very likely that the demon tiger in front of him did not reach the transformation realm, but used 

external power to forcibly transform into a human form. 

 

“what…” 

 

As the Huli Immortal got closer and closer, Du Nan couldn’t help screaming! 

 

This time, Du Ziteng was frightened to death! 

 

Seeing Huli Daxian turning his head and looking over, Du Ziteng quickly interceded: “Huli Daxian, this is a 

dog, the dog is ignorant and disturbed Huli Daxian, I will punish him heavily!” 

 

However, Hu Li Daxian ignored it and set his sights on David again! 

 

Immortal Hu Li looked at David up and down, and there was light in his eyes! 

 

“Great, great, such a good body is simply hard to find in the world…” 

 

Hu Li Daxian’s eyes were full of greed. 

 



Then Hu Li Daxian stretched out his hand and gently stroked David’s body. This time, David almost died 

of nausea! 

 

But when Hu Li Daxian’s hand touched David’s body, he instantly froze, and his eyes showed incredible! 

 

Before waiting for Huli Daxian to react, David smashed it out with a punch, and smashed it hard on the 

chest of Huli Daxian! 

 

This sudden attack made the tiger power immortal too late to react, and was directly smashed and flew 

out by a punch! 

 

He slammed into the seat behind him heavily, smashing the seat to pieces! 

 

This sudden change made Du Ziteng beside him dumbfounded! 

 

Hu Li Daxian stood up, full of anger, and the terrifying coercion began to permeate, so frightened that 

Du Ziteng pulled Du Nan back again and again! 

 

“Du Ziteng, you dare to deceive this immortal…” 

 

Hu Li Daxian looked at Du Ziteng! 

 

Du Ziteng felt the coercion, and fell to his knees with a frightened thud: “Immortal Huli, my subordinates 

will never dare to deceive you, then David did take the medicine pill, but I don’t know why, his skill is still 

there!” 

 

Du Ziteng couldn’t understand why David didn’t lose his power! 

 



“A small scattered power pill also wants me to lose my power?” 

 

David smiled coldly, and then looked at the tiger power immortal: “You are just a monster, and you dare 

to call yourself an immortal. You are really shameless…” 

 

“Hmph, mere Yuan Ying, dare to clamor with me in Transformation Realm…” 

 

Hu Li Daxian snorted coldly! 

 

“If you really reach the transformation realm, how can you be a tiger’s head? It must be that you used 

other forces to forcibly transform, and as a result, the external forces collapsed, causing you to look like 

a human being and a tiger…” 

 

David sneered. 

 

Hu Li Daxian’s face changed in an instant, his eyes were slightly condensed: “Even if I haven’t reached 

the transformation realm, I will be more than poking at you…” 

 

After speaking, the Huli Daxian raised his hand and made a mark, the mark cut through the space, and 

entered David’s body in the blink of an eye! 
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Obviously, this Hu Li Daxian didn’t want to hurt David, he wanted to control David and get David’s body! 

After the imprint entered David’s body, it quickly began to spread in his brain, as if to control David’s 

thoughts! 

David raised the corner of his mouth, and a golden light flashed in his mind, instantly engulfing the 

imprint, and Hu Li Daxian’s face instantly became extremely gloomy! 

 

“Who are you? How can you have such a powerful consciousness?” 



 

“In today’s society, it is impossible for such a situation to occur…” 

 

Hu Li Daxian asked in shock. 

 

 

“It doesn’t matter who I am, what matters is who you are?” 

 

“Why use those stone statues to absorb the spiritual power of everyone? What is your purpose for 

doing this?” 

 

David questioned Hu Li Daxian. 

 

“You actually know this?” Hu Li Daxian’s eyes narrowed slightly: “Everyone here, their strength is given 

by me, I teach them the method of cultivating immortals, let them step into the path of cultivation, get 

rid of diseases, and increase their life expectancy. How about drawing some spiritual power from 

them?” 

 

“I am the ruler here, the god here, everything they have is mine…” 

 

Hu Li Daxian began to emit a faint light! 

 

 

Seeing this, Du Ziteng and Du Nan hurriedly knelt to the ground and kept bowing! 

 

And David sneered: “Just because you are a monster, how can you have such ability, don’t brag about 

yourself, is there someone behind you?” 



 

“Bold, you dare to say that this immortal is a monster…” 

 

Hu Li Daxian was angry. 

 

“David, you are so brave. Everything here is bestowed by Huli Daxian. Huli Daxian is the god of Penglai 

Island. I can prove it. If you fight against Huli Daxian, there is only one dead end.” 

 

Du Ziteng scolded David angrily. 

 

“It’s a joke that a tiger that has become a spirit has become a god admired by thousands of human 

beings…” 

 

 

David snorted coldly! 

 

“Presumptuous, you dare to insult this immortal, I want you to taste my power…” 

 

Hu Li Daxian burst out with anger! 

 

Then the palm of the hand volleyed towards David, and the whole body exuded a faint light, just like a 

real fairy! 

 

“That’s all, I will…” 

 

David’s body was slightly shocked, and the whole person began to burst into golden light. The golden 

light on David’s body was stronger than that of the tiger power immortal. 



 

But just as David was about to swipe out a palm to block the blow of the Tiger Power Immortal, he 

found that the Tiger Power Immortal’s blow had a strange suction force, and the spiritual power in his 

body was unexpectedly uncontrollable. Start boiling! 

 

 

“By absorbing your strength, I can really reach the realm of transformation and become a real human…” 

 

A vortex formed in the palm of Huli Daxian’s palm, and began to continuously absorb the spiritual power 

in David’s body! 

 

Just when the spiritual power in David’s dantian was about to break through his body uncontrollably, 

the dragon crystal on his chest suddenly flashed! 

 

One after another, the power of the dragon instantly suppressed the boiling spiritual power. 

 

After a while, the Hu Li Daxian saw that his technique did not work at all, and David was not affected at 

all, so he couldn’t help but be surprised! 

 

“how so?” 

 

Hu Li Daxian frowned. 

 

Hu Li Daxian’s eyes flashed, and a spiritual consciousness instantly shot at David, he wanted to see who 

David was! 

 

But at the moment when the divine consciousness was emitted, the golden light on David’s body 

flickered, cutting off the divine consciousness! 



 

Seeing that divine knowledge is useless, Hu Li Daxian took two steps back, and then let out a tiger roar! 

 

Then pick up the scepter on the side, and the gem on the scepter begins to emit a dazzling light! 

 

The light illuminated the entire mansion, and David was also enveloped by the light, so it was inevitable! 

 

David wanted to use the golden light on his body to force back the light that enveloped him, but no 

matter how the golden light flickered, it was eclipsed by the light! 
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Under the ray of light, I saw a golden dragon slowly emerging behind David. The mighty golden dragon 

hovered above David’s head. At this moment, the golden light on David’s body was prosperous! 

 

The golden light flickered, making everyone have to close their eyes, and even the Hu Li Daxian stepped 

back! 

 

“Golden Dragon’s real body, good flesh, really good flesh, hahaha…” 

 

Hu Li Daxian laughed wildly, and the greed in his eyes radiated out without concealment! 

 

Scales began to appear on David’s body, and the undamaged golden body was activated, and then he 

looked at Huli Daxian with stern eyes. 

 

“Who is the master behind you? You, a monster, can never have such great abilities…” 

 

David took a step forward and asked the tiger power immortal. 



 

“If you want to know, then beat me, beat me, I will naturally tell you…” 

 

Hu Li Daxian exudes fighting spirit all over his body, followed by a loud shout, his body instantly turned 

into a black shadow, and his body was spinning rapidly! 

 

As the Huli Immortal turned faster and faster, a black hole similar to a time-space tunnel appeared in 

the air! 

 

There is a strong devouring power in the black hole, and it seems to devour everything! 

 

The entire Penglai Island began to slowly fall into darkness, and everyone was panicking! 

 

“I said, I am the master here, everyone is my subject…” 

 

Hu Li Daxian said, the scepter in his hand was lifted to the sky, and the scepter instantly emitted a ray of 

light, directly submerging into the black hole! 

 

Then the light exploded in the black hole, emitting bright colors! 

 

Everyone looked up at the vision in mid-air! 

 

But no one noticed that everyone began to emit a little light and was absorbed by the black hole. 

 

Even Du Ziteng and his son are no exception. 

 



Seeing this, David frowned. This was absorbing the spiritual power of everyone on Penglai Island. It 

would be terrifying to gather these spiritual powers together. 

 

Slowly, there was a rumbling sound in the black hole, just like the sound of thunder! 

 

all of a sudden… 

 

click! 

 

A dazzling light shot out from the black hole, like a bolt of lightning, hitting David instantly! 

 

This Huli Daxian actually gathered the power of everyone on Penglai Island to deal with David. 

 

The moment the light hit David, David was stunned, the feeling like the sky was falling, made David’s 

body tremble slightly! 

 

The undamaged golden body was instantly defeated and vanished, but David’s body was not seriously 

injured! 

 

After one blow, Hu Li Daxian made a random move, the black hole in the air slowly disappeared, the sky 

recovered again, and the sunlight also shone in! 

 

“If I kill you, it’s like crushing an ant. You listen to me now, and I can keep your soul and find you a body 

again…” 

 

Hu Li Daxian said with an aloof attitude. 

 



The reason why he didn’t hurt David was because he needed David’s physical body, it couldn’t be 

damaged! 

 

“I’m not ashamed to say…” 

 

David’s eyes condensed, and the power of the dragon was instantly condensed on his fists! 

 

“Holy Light Fist…” 

 

A ray of light wrapped David’s fist, followed by the overwhelming terrifying force, which instantly moved 

towards the tiger power immortal! 

 

Seeing this, Hu Li Daxian frowned slightly: “It’s a surprise that you can actually know Shengguang 

Boxing…” 

 

After speaking, Hu Li Daxian pushed forward with the palm of his hand, and a barrier appeared in front 

of him out of thin air. 

 

boom! 

 

With a loud bang, the barrier was instantly shattered. 

 

The terrifying power directly shook the entire mansion, and it was about to collapse! 

 

Hu Li Daxian’s eyes became more and more hot: “I didn’t expect you to have so many secrets. It seems 

that after the war between gods and demons, there are quite a few old guys who are still alive…” 
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David didn’t understand what this guy said about the battle between gods and demons, but his Holy 

Light Fist was indeed taught by a senior. 

At that time, it was just a ray of divine consciousness, and I taught David the Holy Light Fist. If he can 

find his true body, he still doesn’t know what kind of terrifying skills that old guy will have! 

 

squeak…   

 

At this time, the pillars of the mansion began to make noises, and they were about to collapse! 

 

“Get out of here…” 

 

David said, holding Hu Mazi in one hand and Zhao Chuang in the other, and rushed out of the mansion in 

an instant! 

 

 

Now that the power of the two people has been dissipated, they are ordinary people, how can they bear 

the house smashed on them! 

 

 

After escaping, Du Ziteng dragged Du Nan and ran out too, only the Huli Daxian broke through the roof, 

suspended in mid-air, and stared at David! 

 

“No matter what, you can’t escape today…” 

 

Huli Daxian’s words contained strong power, instantly shaking Hu Mazi and Zhao Chuang to the point of 

vomiting blood! 

 

They don’t have the power to resist even the slightest bit of power now! 



 

Seeing this, David hurriedly waved his hand, and a golden light enveloped the two of them. 

 

 

“You two go, don’t stay here…” 

 

David said to Hu Mazi and Zhao Chuang. 

 

“Brother Chen…” 

 

Zhao Chuang was worried about David and didn’t want to leave! 

 

Hu Mazi went to pull Zhao Chuang and said: “The two of us are now useless people, what’s the use of 

staying here, and it will distract him…” 

 

After Hu Mazi finished speaking, he took out a spell from his arms, and then whispered a few words in 

David’s ear! 

 

David took the spell and looked at Hu Mazi in surprise. 

 

 

“Master Hu, thank you…” 

 

David’s eyes are full of gratitude! 

 

“Thank you, I’m doing it for myself too. When you kill this tiger spirit and find the treasure, you will give 

me half of it…” 



 

Hu Mazi smiled. 

 

“no problem!” 

 

David nodded. 

 

But when Hu Mazi was pulling Zhao Chuang away, who knew that Du Ziteng directly blocked in front! 

 

“You offended the Hu Li Daxian, do you still want to leave?” 

 

Du Ziteng said with a grim expression. 

 

Hu Mazi and Zhao Chuang had ugly expressions on their faces, but there was nothing they could do. The 

two of them were just a waste now, how could they deal with that Du Ziteng! 

 

“You are courting death…” 

 

David’s icy cold voice came, followed by a terrifying force! 

 

In an instant, Du Ziteng was knocked into the air, and his body hit the ground heavily, leaving a big hole! 

 

In the face of David, Du Ziteng has no ability to fight back! 

 

“You are so ignorant to regard a monster as a god. If you dare to stop them, I will kill your father and son 

right now…” 



 

David’s eyes were sharp, and Du Ziteng and Du Nan’s father and son were enveloped in murderous aura. 

 

Feeling David’s murderous aura, Du Ziteng’s face became very ugly, and he didn’t dare to say a word. 

 

Hu Mazi and Zhao Chuang took the opportunity and hurried out of the forbidden area. 

 

Hu Li Daxian looked at everything in front of him, but did not stop him. In his eyes, he only needed to 

keep David. As for the others, it didn’t matter! 

 

“When death is imminent, you can still think about your friends. Your temperament is nothing like those 

dragons…” 

 

Huli Daxianju sneered condescendingly, and then the scepter in his hand emitted rays of light. 

 

The rays of light enveloped David, like a cage, trapping David in it! 

 

David frowned, raised his hand and punched it out! 

 

But just raised his hand, a ray of light was instantly entangled on his wrist, like a chain restraining David’s 

movements, making David unable to perform at all! 

 

Immediately after that, there were rays of light, wrapped around David’s limbs, and directly controlled 

David like a five-flowered tie! 
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David struggled desperately, but he couldn’t break free at all. The more David struggled, the tighter the 

chains of light became! 

 

“Hahaha, trapped by the Dragon Binding Array, even if you are a real dragon, you can’t escape…” 

 

Hu Li Daxian laughed and slowly fell from the air, looking at David with a proud face! 

 

And David put his eyes on the scepter in the hands of the tiger power immortal! 

 

He found that the Tiger Power Immortal’s own strength did not seem to be particularly strong, and 

every time he used the scepter, and the power in the scepter must come from the inlaid gem! 

 

As long as the gem is destroyed, the scepter will be useless, and without the scepter, the tiger spirit in 

front of you will not be a cause for concern! 

 

That Hu Li Daxian didn’t know what David was thinking, and walked to David with a grin. 

 

“For thousands of years, I never thought that I could meet the real golden dragon. It’s so perfect…” 

 

Hu Li Daxian’s eyes are full of greed staring at David, just like a bachelor sees a little widow! 

 

David took advantage of Hu Li Daxian’s carelessness, and a golden light flashed out! 

 

I saw Hu Li Daxian’s chest, and a wound was instantly drawn! 

 

The blood spurted out, and the huge power directly knocked the Tiger Power Immortal into the air! 

 



Hu Li Daxian was shocked, and then looked at a sword floating in front of him in disbelief! 

 

On the body of the sword, there is a faint light, and the breath on the body of the sword is very strong! 

 

David’s thoughts moved, and the Dragon Slaying Sword then slashed out, instantly severing those chains 

of light! 

 

As soon as he stretched out his hand, the Dragon Slaying Sword came into David’s hands! 

 

“You still have a spirit sword…” Hu Li Daxian’s eyes narrowed slightly: “But the sword spirit is not open, 

it is just a piece of broken copper and iron, you dare to hurt me, I want to make you look good!” 

 

After Hu Li Daxian finished speaking, he waved the scepter in his hand towards David, and a huge force 

moved towards David! 

 

David hurriedly blocked with his sword, but he was directly smashed and flew out, and fell heavily on 

the ground! 

 

David got up and wiped the blood from the corner of his mouth: “Sure enough, all the power is on the 

scepter…” 

 

But before David could react, another terrifying aura came, each time as fast as lightning! 

 

He didn’t give David time to react at all, the power above the scepter seemed to be inexhaustible! 

 

bang bang bang… 

 



David suffered a dozen heavy blows in a row! 

 

It can be seen that David injured the Huli Daxian just now, and the Huli Daxian was really angry! 

 

David got up slowly again, even without the indestructible golden body, David’s physical body resisted 

all attacks! 

 

“It’s a rare body for thousands of years. I really don’t know how you cultivated in this harsh 

environment…” 

 

Hu Li Daxian let out a sigh! 

 

David did not speak, but was looking for an opportunity. Seeing that Hu Li Daxian relaxed his vigilance, 

David jumped up instantly! 

 

Whoosh! 

 

David’s speed was extremely fast, and the Dragon Slaying Sword in his hand suddenly swung out! 

 

“Nine Shadow Swordsmanship, the first cut…” 

 

The terrifying sword energy seemed to come from the sky, mixed with the sound of whistling, and went 

straight to the Tiger Power Immortal! 

 

However, this sword was not slashed at Huli Daxian, but at the scepter in Huli Daxian’s hand! 

 

Hu Li Daxian was startled, and his body quickly retreated! 



 

“You actually know the Nine Shadows Sword Art, that’s the sword god’s trick to become famous…” 

 

While retreating, the great immortal Huli held the scepter in his hand and waved out a breath to block 

it! 

 

But this sword qi wielded by David, killing intent horizontally and horizontally, is extremely sharp! 

 

Hu Li Daxian shot out several breaths in a row, but still couldn’t stop the sharp sword energy! 

 

clang… 

 

There was a deafening sound, and the fire was everywhere! 

 

The sword energy slashed fiercely on the scepter, emitting a dazzling light. 

 

The huge power was so shocking that Hu Li Daxian felt numb in his hands, and the scepter in his hand 

almost came out of his hands! 
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Hu Li Daxian’s face is very ugly, and the hand holding the scepter is shaking slightly! 

 

Du Ziteng and Du Nan, who were on the side, saw this scene, and their jaws dropped in shock! 

 

 

You must know that Huli Daxian is a god in their hearts, the ruler of Penglai Island, and everything in 

their Du family is given by Huli Daxian. 

 



But the gods in their hearts were actually beaten by David at this moment in a little embarrassment! 

 

Hu Li Daxian’s eyes were slightly condensed: “You kid, you must not stay.” 

 

Hu Li Daxian actually had a bad feeling in his heart. He always felt that if he didn’t show all his strength 

today, he was afraid that he would die in the hands of David! 

 

 

From the beginning, he underestimated David, never thought that David had so many secrets! 

 

Golden Dragon True Body, Dragon Slaying Sword, Holy Light Fist, Nine Shadows Sword Technique, which 

one is invincible in today’s world! 

 

It’s just that David has not fully comprehended these things yet. If David’s strength reaches a certain 

level one day, and he understands these things thoroughly, it will be very terrifying. 

 

Hu Li Daxian did not believe that David got all these opportunities, and these things were very dazzling 

even thousands of years ago. 

 

Thousands of years have passed, why did it fall to David alone? 

 

“This son must not stay…” 

 

 

After Hu Li Daxian finished speaking, his feet paused slightly, and his body instantly rose into the air: 

“Suffer to death…” 

 



Hu Li Daxian roared, and then a raging flame burned on his body, and the aura he exuded carried the 

cold aura of a nine secluded underworld! 

 

“God’s punishment is coming…” 

 

The scepter in Hu Li Daxian’s hand suddenly waved towards the sky! 

 

The gem on the scepter instantly emits more light than the sun, and then goes straight into the sky! 

 

Then a chain of rays of light bound David in an instant, and from the sky, a beam of light with a diameter 

of ten meters slammed down at David! 

 

This time, the divine punishment was more powerful than that of Du Nan! 

 

 

Du Ziteng and Du Nan and their son watched the divine punishment performed by Huli Daxian, and their 

mouths grew, and their eyes were almost shocked. 

 

The beam of light with a diameter of nearly ten meters in front of them is a hundred times stronger than 

the divine punishment they cast! 

 

The father and son still don’t know that the divine punishment they cast is also done by the tiger power 

immortal, and the two of them will know it at all! 

 

David felt the terrifying pressure and frowned. 

 

The Dragon Slaying Sword in his hand made a humming sound, and the fighting spirit was continuously 

stimulated from the sword body. 



 

“I can’t see, you’re still a belligerent guy…” 

 

David glanced at the Dragon Slaying Sword, and then all the divine dragon power in his body was 

injected into the Dragon Slaying Sword! 

 

Then, a sword was swung out, and a burst of dragon chants sounded! 

 

A golden dragon shot out from the Dragon Slaying Sword! 

 

When the golden dragon met the beam of light, David quickly cut off the chain of light, and his body 

disappeared in place! 

 

boom… 

 

The golden dragon and the beam of light collided, and the dragon roared and roared. The white weaving 

light and the golden light were mixed together, like a bomb exploded. The light emitted instantly 

illuminated the entire Penglai Island. At this moment, even the sun in the sky was instantly dimmed. 

Discolored! 

 

Everyone on Penglai Island gathered outside the house, watching the light that erupted in the air! 

 

Everyone was irradiated by this dazzling light and tightly closed their eyes! 

 

That Tiger Power Immortal was no exception, reaching out to block his eyes. 

 

The rays of light dissipated, and before the Hu Li Daxian could react, David was already in front of him! 



 

I saw the Dragon Slaying Sword in David’s hand, instantly slashing towards the gem above the scepter. 

 

Hu Li Daxian was shocked and wanted to protect the gem, but it was too late! 

 

clang… 

 

The tip of the Dragon Slaying Sword in David’s hand had stabbed fiercely on the gem. 
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A burst of dazzling light burst into flames, and David only felt a huge force following the Dragon Slaying 

Sword, thinking of invading his body! 

 

This power is very fierce, and even the power of the dragon in David’s body was instantly defeated! 

 

David felt that his dantian was instantly filled with power, and that power was still pouring into his 

dantian uninterruptedly! 

 

It seems that David’s dantian will be directly burst. 

 

David’s whole body flashed red light, and this red light even reflected half of the sky! 

 

The Dragon Slaying Sword has turned blood red! 

 

As the fierce power continued to pour into David’s body, cracks began to appear in that colorful gem! 

 



The cracks got bigger and bigger, and finally the gem shattered! 

 

Seeing this, Hu Li Daxian hurriedly released the scepter in his hand, and his figure retreated again and 

again! 

 

There was a bit of horror in his eyes! 

 

“what…” 

 

David roared, and he felt that his entire body was about to burst! 

 

Looking at David in front of him, Hu Li Daxian was trembling slightly all over. 

 

“Blood… Is Lord Gorefiend going to show up?” 

 

Hu Li Daxian’s eyes were full of horror, and the pressure on David at this time made him kneel down! 

 

David’s eyes were full of bloodshot, and soon became extremely scarlet! 

 

“what…” 

 

There was another roar, David’s breath exploded again, a hurricane blew past, and the scene was 

instantly smashed! 

 

Huli Daxian was stubbornly resisting the hurricane, while Du Ziteng and Du Nan were directly blown out 

a hundred meters and fell heavily to the ground! 

 



“I will never let you control me…” 

 

Suddenly, a golden light flashed between David’s brows, and then he recited the Heart Clearing Mantra! 

 

At the same time, the talisman left by Hu Mazi flew directly out of David’s arms, and then turned into a 

flame and burned. 

 

The burning smoke entered the body along David’s nose! 

 

David recited the Qingxin Mantra in his mouth, and in his body was the Fate to Concentrate, and began 

to refine this incomparably powerful force in his body! 

 

The red light on David’s body began to dim, and finally disappeared completely. 

 

At this time, David also returned to his original appearance, but the breath on his body has obviously 

skyrocketed a lot! 

 

“Thanks to Master Hu’s spell…” 

 

David let out a long breath! 

 

He didn’t expect that such a huge power was contained in a small gem, and he almost took his body 

away! 

 

Hu Li Daxian looked at David, the confidence that was full at first, but now no longer exists, and the only 

thing left is the panic in his eyes! 

 



“Without that scepter, I see what else you can do against me, and what moves do you have, just use 

them!” 

 

David looked at the Huli Daxian coldly and said. 

 

Hu Li Daxian did not speak, but put his eyes on Du Ziteng and Du Nan! 

 

“You two come here…” 

 

Hu Li Daxian said to the two. 

 

Du Ziteng and Du Nan were stunned for a moment, but they hesitated for a while. 

 

Originally, they had always regarded this Tiger Power Immortal as a god. 

 

But now, this Tiger Power Immortal was pushed to the disadvantage by David, and the two of them 

began to waver. 

 

Seeing that the two of them hesitated, Hu Li Daxian was furious: “If you still don’t come over, you want 

to be punished by God?” 

 

With this roar from the Huli Daxian, the two of them reluctantly leaned over! 

 

“You dare to be suspicious of the gods, it’s just damn…” 

 

“Everything you have is given by this immortal, I can deprive him now…” 

 



Hu Li Daxian said, suddenly raised his hand, and bursts of light appeared on Du Ziteng’s body! 

 

“dad…” 

 

Seeing this, Du Nan hurriedly shouted. 

 

Du Ziteng knelt on the ground, desperately begging for mercy: “I beg the Great Immortal Huli, spare 

your life, spare your life…” 
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But no matter how Du Ziteng begged for mercy, all his cultivation and spiritual power disappeared in an 

instant and entered the body of the tiger power immortal! 

Du Ziteng sat slumped on the ground. At this moment, he had lost his cultivation and became an 

ordinary person who couldn’t be in the ordinary! 

 

“what…” 

 

Du Ziteng roared, he couldn’t accept such a punishment, it would be better to kill him for such a 

punishment! 

 

Du Ziteng was crazy, and then he slammed into the boulder beside him! 

 

Without cultivation, he no longer has the courage to live. 

 

 

bang… 

 

Du Ziteng slammed his head into the boulder, and then his brain burst, and his eyes were wide open! 



 

Can’t die… 

 

“dad…” 

 

Du Nan rushed over and cried bitterly while holding his father’s body. 

 

He turned his head to look at Hu Li Daxian, there was no respect in his eyes, but only anger… 

 

 

 

“You don’t have to look at this immortal, everyone on Penglai Island is just a spiritual power vessel 

raised by me. I can deprive you of everything at any time…” 

 

“Without me, where would your Du family enjoy these things? You should dedicate yourself to me and 

be happy!” 

 

“Your father is dead, now it’s your turn…” 

 

When Hu Li Daxian raised his hand, a ray of light also shrouded Du Nan. 

 

At this moment, David’s figure disappeared in a flash, and he stood in front of Du Nan. 

 

“You are a tiger spirit, and you dare to call yourself a god and deprive human beings of everything. You 

think too highly of yourself…” 

 

David’s face was icy cold, and then he punched at Hu Li Daxian! 



 

 

This punch, the fist wind whistled, much more fierce than before. 

 

Seeing this, the Huli Daxian did not directly confront him, but retreated rapidly and waved out a series of 

spiritual powers, trying to weaken the power of David’s punch! 

 

But it is useless and has no scepter. Even if the tiger power immortal absorbs Du Ziteng’s spiritual 

power, it is not David’s opponent! 

 

boom… 

 

David punched the Huli Daxian on the chest, and instantly smashed the Huli Daxian into the air. 

 

David’s figure jumped up, followed by another punch! 

 

In mid-air, David threw a dozen punches in a row, but the punches hit the flesh, and the tiger power 

immortal was beaten without the strength to fight back! 

 

“Roar…” 

 

In the end, the Tiger Power Immortal let out a roar, and the entire forbidden area began to crumble! 

 

Soon, David found that there were waves of fluctuations in the void, and then they actually entered a 

valley! 

 

And in this valley, a stone statue more than ten meters high stands! 



 

This stone statue, followed by the stone statue in the temple, turned out to be exactly the same! 

 

David found that around the entire valley, there was always a faint spiritual power floating in, and then 

entered the body of the stone statue. 

 

David’s consciousness instantly shrouded the stone statue, and in the body of the stone statue, there 

were fluctuations of spiritual power. 

 

“Could this be the real master behind Penglai Island?” 

 

David frowned slightly! 

 

At this moment, I saw a golden light flickering from the stone statue, instantly cutting off David’s 

consciousness! 

 

David was severely injured, and his body couldn’t help but take a few steps back! 

 

At this time, the tiger power immortal, full of blood, finally knelt in front of the stone statue. 

 

“Master, please give me strength…” 

 

Huli Daxian kneeled in front of the stone statue reverently! 

 

Soon, David saw that the stone statue began to flicker, and immediately above his head, a beam of light 

penetrated into the sky, and finally spread out in the sky, covering the entire Penglai Island. 

 



The rich spiritual energy on Penglai Island disappeared in an instant without a trace, and the entire 

Penglai Island people began to float continuously! 

 

These are the spiritual powers in everyone’s body, and they are all absorbed now! 
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At this moment, even Du Nan’s body began to rise, and he felt the loss of spiritual power in his body! 

 

“No… no, no…” 

 

Du Nan shouted, he wanted to stop the loss of spiritual power in his body, but he couldn’t stop it at all! 

 

Seeing this, David frowned, and then a golden light shot out, directly covering Du Nan. 

 

With the barrier of golden light, the loss of spiritual power in Du Nan’s body was controlled! 

 

Over the entire Penglai Island, countless spiritual powers began to gather together! 

 

“I mustn’t let you succeed…” 

 

Seeing this, David jumped up, followed by golden light all over his body, and a layer of light white mist 

wrapped around his fist! 

 

“Holy Light Fist…” 

 



David smashed the stone statue with a punch. He couldn’t let the stone statue absorb all the spiritual 

power, otherwise even if it was a hundred of himself, I’m afraid it would not be the opponent of this 

tiger spirit! 

 

boom! 

 

One punch smashed out, but David’s body was shocked by a huge shock force, which made him retreat 

directly! 

 

The stone statue seems to be protected by something, and it can’t cause any harm at all! 

 

Hu Li Daxian was still kneeling in front of the stone statue reverently, and he didn’t pay any attention to 

David’s attack! 

 

At the eyebrows of the stone statue, a ray of light directly shines on the body of Huli Daxian! 

 

David directly took out the Dragon Slaying Sword, and slashed at Hu Li Daxian with a fierce sword. 

 

Since you can’t destroy the stone statue, then shoot at this tiger spirit! 

 

David volleyed a sword, and a golden dragon roared out, making a dragon roar in the air! 

 

Immediately afterwards, the golden dragon opened his bloody mouth and savagely moved towards Huli 

Daxian! 

 

Hu Li Daxian was still kneeling on the ground, with his head lowered, as if he didn’t know the danger he 

was facing at all! 

 



boom… 

 

A ray of light shot out from the eyes of the stone statue, and instantly hit the golden dragon, dissipating 

the golden dragon, and the tiger power immortal did not raise his head from beginning to end! 

 

Seeing that the spiritual power gathered more and more, forming the shape of a sun in mid-air, David’s 

face became extremely anxious! 

 

He never thought that it was just a stone statue, how could it have such an ability? 

 

David held the Dragon Slaying Sword and kept moving towards Hu Li Daxian! 

 

He knew that as long as the Huli Daxian died, no matter how powerful the statue was, he couldn’t do it 

himself! 

 

“Nine Shadow Swordsmanship…” 

 

David swung out one sword after another, and the terrifying sword energy whistled in the air! 

 

boom… 

 

The sword energy came out, but it was instantly stopped by the rays of light from the stone statue’s 

eyes! 

 

David gritted his teeth, and the Dragon Slaying Sword in his hand kept swinging out, and the entire void 

began to tremble under the sword energy! 

 



Hu Li Daxian lowered his head and felt the power given by the stone statue. The breath in his entire 

body was growing rapidly! 

 

The spiritual power in the sky has reached an indescribable level! 

 

David raised his head and glanced at it, his face was incomparably livid, his mouth burst out with roars, 

and the golden light on his body skyrocketed a few points again! 

 

But no matter what moves David used, they couldn’t break the defense of the statue! 

 

Seeing that the spiritual power in the sky has reached the extreme! 

 

As soon as David gritted his teeth, he gave up attacking the tiger power immortal, but jumped up and 

went directly to the light ball condensed by spiritual power in the air! 

 

Du Nan looked at David’s weak figure, and turned towards the sun-like light ball in mid-air, and the 

whole person was stunned. 

 

At this moment, David, meaningless moth to the fire, hit the stone with the egg! 

 

Such a huge amount of spiritual power is condensed together. If it explodes, the power will be 

unimaginable. I am afraid that the entire Penglai Island will disappear from now on! 

 

Seeing David rushing towards the ball of light condensed by spiritual power, the top of the stone statue 

flashed red light, and the ball of light condensed by spiritual power began to emit a ray of light. 


